LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT
From: Baldwin Karen <karen@baldwinent.com>
Date: Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 8:18 AM
Subject: RE: WHEN BROKEN GLASS FLOATS
To: Chanrithy Him <authorchanrithyhim@gmail.com>
Cc: Baldwin Karen <karen@baldwinent.com>, Baldwin Howard <howard@baldwinent.com>

Dear Chanrithy:
I have had time to read your script WHEN BROKEN GLASS FLOATS. You have done a
wonderful job of taking your memoir and adapting it into a screenplay. Congratulations. Writing
a good script is not an easy task – and writing one about your own life and the very tough
circumstances you had to endure is an even bigger challenge. I was totally impressed and
proud of the job you did.
I very much like the fact the script has the interesting juxtapositioning of very tough subject
matter as told through the eyes of a child with much innocence but also a fighting spirit that
would not be denied.
The title is powerful – and I love how it is explained in the script. I think when you send it out for
consideration you should also include your website and the Amazon book reviews – as they are
very positive and impressive.
This will be a heavier lift than most – not because it isn’t good – but because the subject matter
is tough (and a period piece) and obviously the casting is such that you will be limited as to star
power. If I might suggest… what I would focus on is getting a name director interested and
attached – that will help. That is often difficult – but if you can find a director with whom this
material resonates it would bring you a step closer in having a strong package to present to a
buyer.
You have had a life filled with obstacles beyond what anyone should have to endure – but you
have risen to the challenges and have dedicated yourself to telling your story so as to make
certain it never happens to others – that is brave and admirable and I am very honored that you
have shared your story with me.
I am more than happy to have you send this letter along with your script as an endorsement.
Please keep me posted as to your progress. God Bless.
Best – Karen
Note: Ms. Karen Baldwin and her husband Howard Baldwin founded Baldwin Entertainment
Group. They are best known for the Academy award-nominated film RAY (starring Oscar
winner Jamie Foxx). The Baldwins also produced other films, such as Mystery Alaska (starring
Russell Crowe), Sahara (starring Matthew McConaughey) and The Game of Their Lives
(starring Gerard Butler).

